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ABSTRACT
 
Plant leaf disease is one of the dangerous causes for 
heavy loss of yield that reduce quantity and reduces 
quality of the agricultural invention Citrus plants such 
as lemon are mainly affected by citrus canker disease 
which affects the fruit production of the plants. Early 
canker disease distinguishing proof is one of the 
troublesome answers for expanding the plant 
generation. This paper intends to recognize and order 
the infection malady precisely from the influenced leaf 
pictures by embracing picture handling methods to 
distinguish plant leaf sicknesses from computerized 
pictures. Citrus canker is disease which is affected 
mainly to citrus plants, as it is prone to it when proper 
care of the citrus plant is not done. There are many 
diseases in plants which can be detected by their 
symptoms and visual observations. Amongst the disease 
in plants citrus canker is one among them which can be 
detected by digital image processing, which mainly 
involves preprocessing, segmentation, histogram, k 
cluster method. K cluster method is the important 
method where detection is much easier and predictable 
when compared to other methods. By this image 
processing technique this disease is detected and 
treated accordingly so that agriculturists do not go out 
in vain or worthless.   
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INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the leading severe disease 
is citrus canker and it is considered as one 
of the major diseases among plants. Citrus 
plants such as lemon, orange are an 
extensive period crops and traditional 
medicine plants are affected by a canker 
disease which appears as bacterial spot. 
The proposed approach considers lemon 
leaves for classification of citrus canker 
disease because of high commercial 
cultivation crop [1, 2]. Lemon is an 
important source of vitamin C and 
contains flavonoid. Citrus Canker is a 
disease caused in citrus plants, such as 
lemon, orange and etc. these citrus fruits 
are mainly rich in vitamin c gets affected 
by xanthomonas species basically bacteria. 
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This citrus canker disease can be detected 
easily by image processing technique. 
Citrus canker is a bacterial virus that 
affects the early leaves and fruits of citrus 
plants [3]. Originally, the infected leaves 
have some white spongy spots and that 
will turn to grey or brown later. The spots 
consist of oily margins or yellowish ring 
(lesions), which can appear on both sides 
of the leaves shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 
Figure 1: Citrus canker lesions in leaf and fruit. 
 
Premature System to Detect this Disease 
Disease can easily detect by certain 
symptoms. Symptoms are nothing but the 
alert for a person to diagnose the affected 
area [4]. Each and every disease has some 
or the other symptom, like wise even this 
citrus plant has certain symptoms. 
Basically, dark spots on leaves and 
premature fruit drop are the symptoms. 
Dark spots are first observed on the lower 
lamina of the leaves because lower lamina 
of leaves mainly take part in 90% of the 
leaf functional aspect than the upper 
lamina of the leaves [5, 6]. 
 
Proposed System to Detect this Disease 
Nowadays, recent methods are in progress 
to detect this kind of diseases [7]. This 
disease can be identified by mainly 
histogram method, k cluster method. 
Before this pattern of the leaf and stem 
development mainly acts as the 
precautionary measures. 
 
METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 
There are many steps to detect this disease 
in citrus plants, amongst them the basic 
step is:  
• Preprocessing method 
• Segmentation method 
• K-cluster method 
• Histogram method 
 
Preprocessing Method 
It is a process which takes place before 
detection of this disease. This is the very 
important step, where we have to take the 
image of the leaf before detecting the 
disease. Like way many digital images are 
taken by digital camera. And these digital 
images are analyzed and processed 
according to our requirement (Fig. 2).
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Image Pre-Processing 
                                                    
Figure 2: Flowchart for citrus canker detection. 
 
Segmentation Method 
It is a step where the digital image is 
converted in MATLAB to get a black and 
white image, so the difference in color 
helps to get to know fairly about the 
affected area but not completely [8]. 
 
This MATLAB code converts digital to 
binary image and to RGB image (red, 
green, blue). This RGB image is nothing 
but the difference in the affected and 
unaffected areas are shown with the help 
of these three colors. 
 
Histogram Method 
It helps to detect the exact location of the 
disease by intensity method. This varied 
intensity helps in detecting the disease. 
This is when intensity of light falls on the 
affected area, the output intensity will 
differ with the natural intensity of the 
unaffected area [9]. This technique plays 
an important role in finding the exact 
location. This is a graphical method where 
detection will be easier to plot and 
visualized. it gives the accurate 
representation of the distribution of 
intensity variation (Fig. 3). 
 
For example: Let us consider A1 andA2 as 
the affected area on the plant leaf by image 
processed technique. When some intensity 
of light is passed on A1, let the output 
Image Acquisition 
Capture Digital Leaf Image 
Image Segmentation 
using K-mean clustering 
Feature Extraction using 
GLCM 
Support Vector Machine 
Classifier 
Output Canker Detected 
Leaf Image 
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intensity be I+. 
Similarly, let same intensity of light is 
passed on A2, let the output intensity be I-. 
Graph of area v/s output intensity is 
plotted. The variation in graph differs, like 
these different diseases can be easily 
known, here citrus canker is known (Fig. 
4).
 
 
(a)                                     (b) 
Figure 3: Histogram method. 
 
 
Figure 4: Graph of area v/s output intensity. 
 
Area 
(dark green represents I+) 
(light green reprents I-) 
This graph shows five different areas. 
K-cluster Method 
It is the main method for detection of this 
disease. In this method many clusters of 
the affected area is taken and classified 
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based on their featured weights [10]. In 
this way, based on their weights in the 
clustered image, disease is detected at a 
particular location (Fig. 5). 
 
 
Figure 5: K-cluster method. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Citrus plant plays a main role in 
cultivation and medical field. So, this 
paper mainly focus on the image 
processing of the citrus canker and helps to 
detect this disease by various methods 
such as preprocessing, segmentation, 
histogram, k-cluster method, this digital 
image processing helps the farmers or the 
agriculturists to know about this in 
advance, so that proper treatment can be 
given to the citrus plants when they are 
attacked by this disease. Amongst the 
methods, k-cluster method is more useful 
for detection of this disease. In this, image 
processing plays an important role in this 
disease detection. 
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